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UNEX delivers exceptional, high-performing 
balustrade solutions which keep Kiwis safe 
everywhere where they live, work and play.

PRODUCT 
OVERVIEW

BALUSTRADES    SCREENS     POOL FENCES    HANDRAILS



Ascot Windsor Wilton
Framed Balustrade style with 

full height baluster infill
Framed Balustrade style with 
baluster infill and mid rail

Framed Balustrade with baluster 
infill mid-rail, and double posts

Framed Balustrade

Framed Balustrade  Postless Balustrade

Extreme Barriers

Hampton

Safa-slat

Framed Balustrade style with full 
height 50x16mm fin infill
*Site Specific PS1 required

Framed Balustrade with 
horizontal slat baluster infill 

*NEW

Postless Balustrade with continuous 
40x12mm fins supported by side-fixed 

channel system

Continuous rows of thin 40x12mm 
fins. These fins replace the need for 

solid posts

Finline Topline

X1500 Series X3000 Series
Extra strong barrier for public/overcrowded 
areas with higher liveload classifications

Extra strong barrier for public/overcrowded 
areas with highest liveload classifications



Semi-Frameless Glass Balustrade

Balustrade style with full height glass 
infill and posts and no top rail

Balustrade with full height glass infill 
and partial length posts and no top rail

Vetro Surreal

Framed Balustrade style with full 
height glass infill and lower rail

Framed Balustrade style with glass 
infill, lower and mid-rails

Framed Balustrade with glass 
infill and no lower or mid-rail

Framed Balustrade with full height 
glass infill  and no lower rail

Avon Camden Spectra Siena

Framed Glass Balustrade

Frameless Glass Balustrade

Frameless Glass Balustrade in a top  
fixed channel system

Frameless Glass Balustrade in a 
side fixed channel system

Frameless Glass Balustrade in a 
side fixed points system

Frameless Glass Balustrade in a 
top fixed spigot system

Metropolis Panorama Arena-Points Glasstrut

Key Features

• UNEX balustrades can be top or face fixed to timber, 
concrete or steel

• Designed with concealed assembly fasteners, simple 
clean lines, tidy joints with no welds

• All UNEX products comply with New Zealand 
building regulations where they are required, so you 
can rely on them to keep you and your family, or that 
of your clients, safe and sound

• Downloadable pre-engineered Producer Statements 
(PS1s) for standard heights up to 1200mm from 
finished deck level, with expert advice available for 
more bespoke applications
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Only compatible with our 
Postless Balustrade styles.
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ERT
Only compatible with our 
X3000 Balustrade style.
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HRT
Only compatible with our 
X1500 Balustrade style.
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